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Part I

Introduction



What is Access Control

The ability to allow only authorized users, programs or processes.

The granting or denying, according to a particular security model, of 
certain permissions to access a resource. 

An entire set of procedures performed by hardware and software to
• Monitor access,

• Identify users requesting access,

• Record access attempts,

• Grant or deny access based on pre-established rules.
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Examples of Access Control
Operating Systems:

• One user cannot arbitrarily access another user’s files; a normal user cannot kill 
another user’s processes.

Web Browsers:
• For instance, a code from one website cannot access the cookies from another 

website.

Firewalls:
• Firewalls inspect every incoming (sometimes outgoing) packet. If a packet matches 

with certain conditions, it will be dropped by the firewalls.

Memory Protection:
• In modern processors, code in Ring 3 cannot access the data in another more 

privileged region (e.g. Ring 0). 
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What is a Security Model

A model describes the system
• A high level specification or an abstract machine description of what the 

system does.

A security policy
• Defines the security requirements for a given system.

Verification techniques that can be used to show that a policy is 
satisfied.

System Model + Security Policy = Security Model
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Policy Vs Mechanisms

Access Control Policy Models:
• pre-established rules:

• All users should be treated equally.

• Preferred users should be treated better.

• Discretionary Access Control (DAC)

• Mandatory Access Control (MAC)

Mechanisms: tools to implement policies
• Access control matrices

• Access control list

• Capability
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Reference Monitor 1/2

the Reference Monitor was

introduced by James Anderson

et al. in 1972 in the Computer

Security Technology Planning Study.

It provides an abstract model of the necessary properties that must 
be achieved by any system claiming to enforce access controls.
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Reference Monitor 2/2

The three properties of Reference Monitor are:

The access control mechanism is always invoked:
• The access control cannot by bypassed.

The access control mechanism is tamperproof 
• It is impossible for an attacker to break into the access mechanism.

It must be small enough to be subject to analysis and tests
• Its completeness can be assured.
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Multi-User System

Several users share the same computer:
• Users are not trusted; they can run their own programs.

• Each user owns a set of files/resources.

The OS plays the role of the Reference Monitor:
• The OS user is often called root (in UNIX term).

• Root helps users to access system services.

• Root can access anything, including others’ files and the system files.

Implicitly assuming trusted operating systems.
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Overview of Access Control

All operating systems have an access control component.

The system must first authenticate a user seeking access.

Then, the access control function determines if the specific 
requested access by this user is permitted.

The access control function consults a database to determine 
whether to grant access.

An auditing function monitors and keeps a record of user accesses to 
system resources (logs). 
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Design Vocabulary

Subject/Object:
• A subject is any entity that requests access to an object.

• The Subject/Object inherits from the same terms as used in grammar.

• In System, all verbs are transitive: subject implies object. In other words, 
there is no subject without an object.

Principle:
• Principles are the keys we use in access control.

• Principles are what subjects resolve to.

• A subset of subject that is represented by a unique identifier.
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Design Principles 1/2

Complete Mediation:
• Every access to every object must be checked.

Economy of mechanism:
• keep the designs as simple and small as possible.

Fail-safe defaults:
• Access decisions are based on permission rather than exclusion.

Open Design:
• The design should not be secret.
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Design Principles 2/2

Separation of Privilege:
• Breaking up a single privilege into multiple independent components.

Least privilege:
• Every program and every user of the system should operate using the least 

set of privileges necessary to complete the job.

Psychological acceptability:
• Therefore, users happily apply the protection mechanisms correctly.
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Part II
The UNIX DAC

(Discretionary Access Control)



DAC

Discretionary / Discrétionnaire:
• Cambridge: decided by officials and not fixed by rules.
• Larousse: Se dit du pouvoir de l'Administration lorsque cette dernière est libre 

de porter une appréciation sur l'utilité et l'opportunité d'une décision à 
prendre.

In Computer Systems:
• An individual user can set an access control mechanism to allow or deny 

access to an object.

It relies on the object owner to control access.

DAC is widely implemented in most operating systems.
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Examples: Unix and Windows
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Windows Unix
(WinSCP view)



Principles

The Principles are users and groups.

Users have username and user identifier (UID).

Groups have group name, group identifier (GID).

UID and GID are usually 16-bit numbers:
• 0: root.
• 1 – 99: predefined accounts. 
• 100 – 999: reserved for administrative and system accounts/groups.

Both names and identifiers are permanent:
• UID values often differ from system to system.
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Superuser

The superuser is a special privileged principal with UID zero and 
usually the user name root.

There are few restrictions on the superuser:
• All security checks are not turned off for the superuser.

• The superuser can become any other user.

Examples:
• The superuser cannot write to a read-only file system, but it can change its 

permission.

• The superuser cannot get passwords in plaintext, but can reset them. 
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User Accounts 1/2

User accounts are stored in /etc/passwd.

User account format:
• Username:password:UID:GID:name:homedir:shell
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User Accounts 2/2
1. Username: It is used when user logs in. It should be between 1 and 32 

characters in length.
2. Password: An x character indicates that the password is stored in 

/etc/shadow file. 
3. User ID (UID): Each user must be assigned a user ID (UID). 
4. Group ID (GID): The primary group ID (stored in /etc/group file)
5. User ID Info: The comment field. It allow you to add extra information 

about the users such as user’s full name, phone number etc.
6. Home directory: The absolute path to the directory the user will be in 

when they log in. If this directory does not exist, then users directory 
becomes /.

7. Command/shell: The absolute path of a command or shell (/bin/bash). 
Typically, this is a shell. Please note that it does not have to be a shell.
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The Shadow File 1/2

Most modern Linux distributions use the /etc/shadow file to store 
encrypted password data.

The /etc/shadow file is typically not readable by ordinary users.
• The file is only accessible by root.

Passwords are stored using a hash (a one-way type of scrambling).

Here is how an entry in the /etc/shadow file looks like:
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The Shadow File 2/2
1. Username: the name of the user.
2. Encrypted password: the password in unintelligible form.
3. Last password change: the date of the last change, as the number days 

since January 1970.
4. Minimum: the number of days before a password change is allowed.
5. Maximum: the number of days before the password must be changed. 

The value 99999 means the user’s password never expires.
6. Warning: the number of days before a password is going to expire during 

which the user will be warned.
7. Disabled: the number of days after a password has expired until the user 

account is disabled. No entry means that the account is disabled 
immediately after the password expires.

8. Disabled date: the number of days since January 1970 that the account 
has been disabled. No entry means that the account is not disabled.
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Groups

Users belong to one or more groups at the same time.

The file /etc/group contains a list of all groups; entry format:
• groupname:password:GID:list of users

Every user belongs to a primary group; the group ID (GID) of the 
primary group is stored in /etc/passwd.

Use the groups command to see your groups
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Group Passwords
Every group can have administrators, members and a password.

• This can be managed with gpasswd (group passwords are in /etc/gshadow)

Group passwords are an inherent security problem, since more than one 
person is permitted to know the password.
• However, they can be useful in some contexts.

The newgrp command
• It is used to change the current real group ID (GID) to the specified group.
• If the user is not root, they will be prompted for a group password if the user is not 

listed as a group member.
• If there is NO group password set, and the user is not listed as a member of the 

group, the user will be denied access after asking them for a password.
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Unix Access Control -- Discussions

Unix permissions have been standardized by IEEE as part of the 
POSIX standards.
• Fairly universal across Unix systems.

Advantages:
• Relatively simple and widely understood.
• Relatively easy to check the protection state.

Limitations:
• Files have only one owner and one group.
• Superuser needed for maintaining groups.
• Complex policies, e.g. access several groups, are impractical to implement.
• All access rights (e.g. shutdown) must be mapped to file access.
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Umask

Consider default behavior of file and directory creation
• 666 & 777 respectively

• To change this default behavior – use umask

Defines the permissions to be masked while object is created

Examples: umask 002
• File creation: (666 – 002 = 664) = rw-rw-r--

• Directory creation: (777 – 002 = 775) = rwxrwxr-x
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Special Permissions

Setgid: stands for SET Group ID.
• Numerical value: 2000

• Represented by an s in place of x, or S in place of - in the group permission.

• Assigned to directories, makes all created files and directories belong to the 
group owning the setgid directory, instead of the user’s group.

Sticky bit: meaningful when assigned to directories.
• Numerical value: 1000

• Represented by an t in place of x, or T in place of - in the other permission.

• Prevents users from deleting each other’s file in a shared writeable directory.

• Example: /tmp where any user can store files, but only owner of file has rights 
to modify or delete the file.
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Extended ACL for Finer-Grain Control

Extended ACLs provide:
• Beyond simple user/group/other ownership.

• Contain any number of named user & groups.

• Contain mask entry.

Utility/Library Functions
• getfacl: check the current state of ACL on file/directory.

• setfacl: modify/add ACL to additional user or group.

• chacl: changes the ACL of file or directory.
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ACL Entry Types

The mask entry
• Limits the permissions granted by named user, group and named group.

• Permissions contained only in the mask or only in the actual entry are not 
effective.
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Type Text Form

Owner user::rwx

Named user user:name:rwx

Owning group group::rwx

Named group group:name:rwx

Mask mask::rwx

Other other::rwx



Classes of ACLs

Minimum ACL:
• contains only the entries for the owner, the owning group and other, which 

correspond to the conventional permissions bits.

Extended ACL
• Contains several named user and group.
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Example
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user heidi, group family owns file with 
permissions:

user::rw-

user:skyler:rwx

group::rw-

group:child:r--

mask::rw-

other::r--

• heidi can read, write file (first line)

• matt, not in group child, can read 
file (last line)

• skyler can read, write file (second 
line masked by fifth line)

• sage, in group family, can read, 
write the file (third line masked by 
fifth line)

• steven, in group child, can read file 
(fourth line masked by fifth line)



Default ACL

Directories can have a default ACL, which is a special kind of ACL 
defining the access permissions that objects in the directory inherit 
when they are created.

Effects of a Default ACL
• A file inherits the default ACL as its ACL.

• A subdirectory inherits the default ACL of the parent directory both as its 
default ACL and as an ACL.

The umask is disregarded in case default ACLs are used.
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Principle of Least Privilege

A subject should be given only those privileges that it needs in 
order to complete its task. 

• Privilege: ability to access or modify a resource.

• Each system component or process should have the least authority 
necessary to perform its duties.

• This helps reduce the "attack surface" of the computer by eliminating 
unnecessary privileges that can result in security exploits.
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Monolithic Design
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Monolithic Design
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Monolithic Design
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Component Design
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Component Design
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The Need of Superuser (The Unix Case)

Users need to change their passwords.
• Passwords are stored in the /etc/shadow file.

• The permission of the file rw-r----- and its owned by root.

Therefore, users need to be root to change their passwords.
• Root, the superuser, has unlimited power.

• Consequently, any user should have unlimited power to change their 
passwords.
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The Need of Superuser (The Unix Case)

Exercise: Noticing that you can change your password without root 
privilege in Linux, how does Unix solve this problem?
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A Deputy to the Rescue

A Deputy is a program that can be called by any user and performs a 
particular task requiring an escalated privilege. 

A user should be able to run programs on behalf of a different user.
• Technical problem: when a user runs a program, the program gets its privilege 

by the UID/GID associated to the user.
• Security impact: users must not be able to run arbitrary programs performing 

arbitrary tasks on behalf of any user, especially the root.

Proposed Solution:
• The root defines some programs runnable by other users.
• These programs have the root privilege when they are called.
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SUID and SGID Programs

SUID programs run with the effective UID of the owner of the 
executable file.

For a SUID program, the execute permission of the owner is given as 
s instead of x, and S instead of -.

SGID programs run with the effective GID of the owner of the 
executable file.

For a SGID program, the execute permission of the group is given s
instead of x, and S instead of -.
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SUID to root

When root owns an executable file and the SUID bit is set, the 
process will get superuser status during execution.

Important SUID programs:
• /bin/passwd: change password.

• /bin/su: change UID program.

SUID programs need to be written very carefully so that their 
privileges cannot be misused and they only do what is intended.
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Part III
The Windows DAC

(Discretionary Access Control)



Windows Security Model

The Principles are users, groups and machines.

The Objects are files, Register keys, printers, etc.
• Each object has a discretionary access control list (DACL).

The Subjects are processes or threads acting on behalf of the 
principal.
• Each process or thread has an access token.

When is a Subject allowed to access an Object?
• Object DACL is compared with the Subject’s access token when creating a 

handle to the Object.
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Security Identifier

Principal names: machine\principal or domain\principal.

Each Principal has a unique security identifier (SID).
• Names may change; SID is permanent.

The typical way to create a unique SID:
• S-1-5 + machine or domain id + relative id.

There are some well-known SIDs:
• S-1-5-18 = Local System,

• S-1-1-0 = Everyone,

• S-1-5-domain-513 = Domain Users.
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Windows Domains

Windows machine has a Local Security Authority (LSA):
• It can create local users and local groups (=aliases).
• Local principals are stored in Registry.

A Windows server can become a Domain Controller (DC), and other 
machines can join its domain.
• Domain Principals are stored in the Active Directory (AD).
• Names: domain\principal or principal@domain.

DC provides authentication services to other machines:
• Domain user can log into any domain-joined machine.
• Kerberos protocol used for distributed authentication.
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Access Tokens

Each Subject has an access token.

Tokens never change after they have been created.

Tokens contain:
• Login user account SID.

• SIDs of all groups in which the user is a member.

• All privileges assigned to these groups.

Groups may be built-in or defined by the admins.

Privileges are special local access rights.
• SE_TIME_ZONE_NAME

• SeShutdownPrivilege
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How to See Them

Local users and aliases:
• net user

• net localgroup

• Run compmgmt.msc, see System Tools / Local user and Groups

Privileges:
• Run secpol.msc, see Local policies / User Rights Assignment

Security Tokens:
• Install and run SysInternals Process Explorer (procexp.exe).

• Select a process and see properties / Security.
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Objects

Objects: files, folders, Registry:
• Objects can be containers for other objects.

Each object has a security descriptor:
• That includes the Discretionary access control list (DACL).

Objects have an owner (identified by the SID):
• The owner has the implicit right to modify the DACL.
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Permissions

Generic permissions are defined for all objects:
• Read, write, execute, full control, delete, etc.

Specific permissions are defined for each object:
• Append, AddSubDir, CreateThread, etc.

Permissions are encoded as 32-bit mask for fast checking.

Object DACL specifies which principals (SIDs) have which 
permissions.
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Access Control List (DACL)

DACL is a list of access control entries (ACE).
• Negative ACEs are placed before positive ones.
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Access Control Entry (ACE)

ACE Format
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Type: positive or negative (grant or deny)

Permissions: actions to grant to deny

Principal (SID): who the ACE applies to

Flags

Object Type

Inherited Object Type



Viewing the DACL and ACEs

Right click on a file;

Select Properties / Security.
• Windows DACLs only exist in

NFTS, not in FAT.

• Click on Advanced to see the

entire security descriptor.
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Permissions in 

the selected ACE

DACL 

(list of ACEs)



Access Check Algorithm

Process specifies the desired access (requested permissions) when 
creating a handle to the object.

Privileges or implicit owner permissions may be alone sufficient for 
the requested access.

Otherwise, Windows check the DACL as follows:
• Look for ACEs that match both (1) any SID in the Subject’s access token, and 

(2) any desired access right.

• If any negative ACE matches, deny access.

• If positive ACEs are found for all requested permissions, grant access.

• If the end of DACL is reached, deny access.
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Discussions

Group membership and privileges are determined at login time:
• User’s group SIDs are cached in the token of the login process.

• Token will not change even if a group membership or privilege is revoked 
from the user.

Desired access is compared against the token and the DACL when 
creating a handle to the object – not at access time
• Changing file DACL does not affect open file handles.

• Consequences:
• No immediate revocation access rights.

• Better reliability because a process knows in advance whether it has sufficient 
access rights for a task.
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Part IV
DAC in Theory

(Discretionary Access Control)



Discretionary Access Control

User-oriented security policy (based on ID of requestor).

DAC requires subjects to be authenticated before access to a 
particular object!

Discretionary because an entity has rights to enable another entity 
to access a resource.

General approach as used in operating systems and database 
management systems is that of an access matrix.
• Lists of subjects in one dimension (rows).
• Lists of objects in the other dimension (columns).
• Each matrix entry specifies access rights of the specified subject to that 

object.
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Access Matrix: Example
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Subjects

Objects

User A

File 1

Own
Read
Write

File 2 File 3 File 4

User B

User C

Own
Read
Write

Own
Read
Write

Own
Read
Write

Read Read

Read

Write

Read
Write

Access 
rights



Access Matrix Element: Subjects

Relationship between Users and Subjects?
• User – a real world user.

• Principal – a unit of access control 

and authorization.
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user

principals

subjects



User -- Principal

One to many mapping between

user and principals.

System authenticates user in

the context of principal. 

Shared principals (accounts) are

not good for accountability.
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user principals

Alice

Alice.Secret

Bob

Bob.Dean

Bob.Faculty

Bob.Super-user

Alice.Public



Principal -- Subject

One to many mapping between

principal and subjects.

A subject is a program or application

run on behalf of principal.

Subjects are often treated the same

as principal if all subjects of a principal

have the same rights.
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subjectsprincipal

Alice.

Top-

secret

Email

Word

Database



Access Matrix Element: Objects

An object is anything on which a subject can perform operations 
(mediated by access rights).

Usually objects are passive, for example
• File

• Directory

• Memory segment

But, subjects can also be objects, with operations
• Kill

• Suspend

• Resume
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Access Matrix Elements: Rights

A right specifies what kind of access a subject can perform on an 
object
• Read

• Write

• Execute

• Create

• Delete

• Transfer

• …
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Implementation of an Access Matrix

In practice, an access matrix is usually sparse.

Each column of access control matrix is stored with the

corresponding Object.

Therefore implemented by decomposition

in one of two ways
• By columns – access control lists

• By rows – ? 
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User A

File 1

Own
Read
Write

File 2 File 3 File 4

User B

User C

Own
Read
Write

Own
Read
Write

Own
Read
Write

Read Read

Read

Write

Read
Write



Access Control Lists (ACL)

Access rights stored with objects.

ACL may contain default (public) entries
• If user not explicitly listed in ACL – default rights (e.g., read only).

• Elements of ACL include individual users as well as groups of users.

ACLs are convenient when desired to determine which subjects have 
which access rights to particular resource
• Not convenient for determining the access rights of a particular user.
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Access Matrix Vs ACL
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User A

File 1

Own
Read
Write

File 2 File 3 File 4

User B

User C

Own
Read
Write

Own
Read
Write

Own
Read
Write

Read Read

Read

Write

Read
Write

Own
Read
Write

User A

Read

User B

Read
Write

User C

File 2

Own
Read
Write

User B

Read

User C

File 3

Own
Read
Write

User A

Write

User B

Read

User B

Own
Read
Write

User C
File 1 File 4



Security Problems of DAC 1/2

However, DAC does not provide real assurance – access 
restrictions can be easily bypassed.
• Trojan horse attack. 

Principal V is a bad guy who wants to read file F.
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File F

File G

ACLs

Principal U

Principal V

Write

Read

Read

Own
Read
Write

U 

Write

U

Own
Read
Write

V



Security Problems of DAC 2/2

Principal V sends U a benign software with Trojan horse.
U executes the software → Trojan horse gains U’s privileges.

Principal V is a bad guy who can read the file F with the help of Trojan horse
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Benign software

Trojan horseExecute
File F

File G

ACLs

Principal U

Principal V
Read

Read

Own
Read
Write

U 

Write

U

Own
Read
Write

V



Solution to the DAC Security

Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
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Part V
MAC in Theory

(Mandatory Access Control)



Mandatory Access Control (MAC)

A MAC policy is a means of assigning access rights based on 
regulation by a central authority.

The philosophy underlying these policies is that information belongs 
to an organization (rather than individual members of it).
• Organizations should control the security policy.

MAC policies strive to defend against Trojan horse attacks.
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Multi-Level Security(MLS)
MAC attaches security labels to subjects and objects

• Security label to subject → security clearance
• Security label to object   → security classification

Security Classification:
• Military: Unclassified (anyone can see this), confidential, secret, and top secret.
• Business: public, sensitive, proprietary, and restricted.

System controls access to resources by comparing security labels of the 
resources (e.g. system, high, low security) with security clearances of subjects 
accessing the resources.

Users have no control of security labels (in contrast to DAC)
• Note that cleared entity cannot pass on access rights to another entity (as is the case in DAC)
• Denying users full control over the access to resources that they create.
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Bell-LaPadula (BLP) 

BLP is a model for achieving MLS
• Introduced in 1973.

Main objective:
• Enable one to formally show that a computer system can securely process 

classified information.

Each subject has a current security level.

Each object has a classification level.

A computer system is modeled as a state-transition system.
• Each state has objects, and the current access information.
• There are state transition rules describing how a system can go from one state 

to another.
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BLP Model 1/2

Simple-security property:

Subject S can read Object O  only if
• Label(S) dominates Label(O)

• Information can flow from Label(O) to Label(S)

Star-property

Subject S can write object O only if
• Label(O) dominates Label(S)

• Information can flow from Label(S) to Label(O)
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Label(S)

Label(O)

Can-flow

Read down

Label(S)

Label(O)

Can-flow

Write up



BLP Model 2/2

BLP model is applied to subjects, not users.
• Users are trusted.

• Subjects are not trusted due to Trojan horse.

Star-property prevents information leakage caused by Trojan horses. 
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Recall the Security Problem of DAC

Principal V sends U a benign software with Trojan horse included.

U executes the software → Trojan horse gains U’s privilege.

Principal V can read file F with the help of Trojan horse
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Benign software

Trojan horseExecute
File F

File G

ACLs

Principal U

Principal V
Read

Read

Own
Read
Write

U 

Write

U

Own
Read
Write

V



BLP Star Property Solves the Problem

Assign a high (sensitive) security label to Principal U and file F and 
low (public) security label to principal V and file G.

Note that the star property overrides ACL access rights
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Benign software

Trojan horseExecute
File F

File G

ACLs

Principal U

Principal V
Read

Read

Own
Read
Write

U 

Write

U

Own
Read
Write

V

(Label H)

(Label L)

can-flow star-property



Controlling Information Flow -- Confidentiality

Military security classes as security labels

If subject’s level is equal to or greater than the object’s level, the 
subject is allowed to read the object (read down).

Note that a subject may only write up.
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Top secret

Secret

Confidential 

Unclassified
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BLP Not Enough

The BLP model is concerned with only confidentiality, not integrity.
• For instance, subjects can “write up”. Thus, a subject that cannot read an object is 

permitted to make changes to that object (blind write).

• Yes, it makes little sense to trust a subject to modify the information contained in an 
object, if that subject is not trusted to read the information contained in the object. 

A Subject must login at a lower level than their clearance if they want to 
“write down” (e.g. unclassified document).
• This is annoying for users, but also a nice application of the Principle of Least 

Privilege.

Some processes must be allowed to violate the BLP security conditions.
• For instance, an encryption program takes secret information and outputs 

encrypted but unclassified information.

• This program seems to violate the no “write down” condition.
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Biba: Integrity Levels

Each object has an integrity level.

Integrity levels are different from security levels in confidentiality 
protection
• Highly sensitive data may have low integrity.
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Controlling Information Flow -- Integrity

Windows Mandatory Integrity Control (MIC) defines 4 integrity levels: 
low, medium, high and system.

If subject’s level is equal to or greater than the object’s level, the 
subject is allowed to write to or delete the object (write down).

Else, can only read if allowed by the ACL (read up).
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System

High

Medium

Low

High 
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BLP vs. Biba 1/2
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Confidentiality Integrity

Control reading.
Preserved if confidential info is 
not read.

Control writing.
Preserved if important object 
is not changed.

For subjects who need to read, 
control writing after reading is 
sufficient.

For subjects who need to 
write, control reading before 
writing is not sufficient.



BLP vs. Biba 2/2

For confidentiality, controlling reading & writing is sufficient
• Theoretically, no subject needs to be trusted for confidentiality.

For integrity, controlling reading and writing is not sufficient
• One has to trust all subjects who can write to critical data.

• How to establish trust in subjects becomes a challenge.
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Clark-Wilson
In 1987, Clark and Wilson defined their MAC model focusing on the 

integrity of data.
Two high-level mechanisms for enforcing data integrity

• Well-formed transaction
• Separation of duty

 Well-formed transaction: a user should not manipulate data arbitrarily, 
but only in constrained ways that preserve or ensure data integrity.
• E.g. making two sets of entries for everything that happens.
• E.g. append-only log to record all transactions (mistakes are not erased).

 Separation of duty: transactions are separated into subparts that must be 
done by independent parties (supposing that there is no collusion between 
agents working into different subparts).
• E.g. a person who can create or certify a well-formed transaction may not execute it.
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Trusted Procedures (TPs)

All subjects must be authenticated.

All TPs (and the operations they perform) must be logged.

All TPs must be approved by a central authority.

No data may be changed except by a TP.

All subjects must be cleared to perform particular TPs by a central 
authority.

To Sum Up, use the AAA principle (Authentication, Audit and 
Authorization).
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Clark-Wilson Mechanisms

Control access to data: a data item can be manipulated only by a 
specific set of programs.

Control access to programs: each user must be permitted to use only 
certain sets of programs.

Program certification: programs must be inspected for proper 
construction, controls must be provided on the ability to install and 
modify these programs.

Control administration: assignment of people to programs must be 
controlled and inspected.
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Clark-Wilson Vs BLP

A data item is not associated with a particular security level, but 
rather with a set of TPs.

A user is not given read/write access to data items, but rather 
permissions to execute certain programs.
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Clark-Wilson Vs Biba

Biba lacks the procedures and requirements on identifying subjects 
as trusted. 

Clark-Wilson focuses on how to ensure that programs can be trusted.
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MAC in Real Life 1/2

Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux)
• Use Linux Security Module to implement MAC.

• Enforce MAC policies that confine user programs and system servers to 
minimum amount of privilege they require to do their jobs.

AppArmor (“Application Armor”) 
• A security module for the Linux kernel.

• Administrator can associate with each program a security profile that restricts 
the capabilities of that program.
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MAC in Real Life 2/2

Mandatory Integrity Control in Windows (since Vista)

Uses four integrity levels: Low, Medium, High and System.

Each process is assigned a level, which limit resources it can access.

Processed started by normal users have Medium.

Elevated processes have High.

Some processes run as Low, such as IE in protected mode.
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Part VI
MAC in Practice

Security-Enhanced Linux



Linux Security Module (LSM)

Implementation of a reference monitor.
• A mechanism to enforce access control.

Adopting LSM in Linux Kernel
• Originally a set of kernel modules in 2.2, updated in 2.4.

• LSM Feature in 2.6
• SELinux developed by the NSA and released in 2001.

• Default choice for Fedora/RedHat Linux

LSM Design Principle
• Independent of the implementation of the security policy.

• Modifies as little as possible in the Kernel
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LSM Design – Hooking 

Permissions checks are done by calling LSM hooks.
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LSM Design – Hooking 

Open() hook process
• Process syscall in user

• Invoke syscall in kernel

• Lookup inode

• Check DAC

• Hook & check MAC

• Grant access
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SELinux History

Motivated by the security kernel design philosophy
• But practical considerations were made.

Developed by the NSA (National Security Agency)
• Originally published as a kernel patch

• Integrated in the kernel 2.6

SELinux has been certified EAL4+ for RHEL 5.
• In addition to the NSA, RedHat (IBM) actively develops SELinux
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SELinux in Linux Distributions

Fedora: available since kernel 2.

RedHat: available since RHEL 4.

Debian: available since 4.0, but deactivated but default.

Ubuntu: available since 8.04 to replace AppArmor.

The following was tested in CentOS 7.
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SELinux Activation

In the file /etc/selinux/config, the option SELinux allows users to 
choose within three options: disabled, permissive and enforcing.
• Disabled: not enabled in the kernel or disabled via kernel parameter.

• Permissive: just logs denials, but does not enforce them.

• Enforcing: logs and enforces denials for all enforcing domains (processes)

When SELinux is activated, you can change the mode permissive to 
the mode enforcing using the command setenforce 1.

To display SELinux configurations, sestatus -v
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SELinux at Glance

Security policies:
• Centralized store for access control

• Can be modified by the SELinux system administrator

• Determined by security contexts (=user, role, type)

• Specification permissions

• Labeled with information for each file

Operations to objects for subjects
• Append, create, rename, …
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SELinux Contexts 1/2

Processes and files are labeled with an SELinux context that contains 
additional information:
• (ls -Z) ------ root root system_u:object_r:shadow_t:s0 /etc/shadow

• The syntax is user:role:type:level

SELinux User
• Identity that is authorized for a specific set of roles.

• Each Linux user is mapped to an SELinux user via the SELinux policy

• Run semanage login –l to view a list of mappings between SELinux and Linux 
users.
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SELinux Contexts 2/2

SELinux Role
• The role is a gateway between a user and a process.

SELinux Type
• The type is an attribute of Type Enforcement

• The type defines a domain for processes and a domain for files

• Rules define how types can access each other.

SELinux Level
• The level is an attribute if MLS (Multi-Level Security) and MCS (Multi-Category 

Security).

• Each level is a sensitivity-category pair, with pair being optional.
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SELinux User Capabilities
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Domain Transitions 1/2

A process in one domain transitions to another domain by executing 
an application that has the entrypoint type for the new domain.

Example

A user wants to change their password. To do so, they run passwd
application, that is labeled with the passwd_exec_t type.
• The passwd accesses /etc/shadow which is labeled with shadow_t type.

An SELinux policy states that processes running in the passwd_t
domain are allowed to read and write files labeled with shadow_t.
• An SELinux policy states that the passwd_t domain has an entrypoint

permission from the passwd_exec_t type.
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Domain Transitions 2/2

When a user runs the passwd application, the user’s shell process 
transitions to the passwd_t domain.
• And it is done!

Type Enforcement ensures:
• The passwd_t domain can only be entered by executing an application labeled 

with the passwd_exec_t type.

• Only authorized domains, such as passwd_t, can read and write files with the 
shadow_t type. Even processes with superuser privileges cannot modify 
them.

• Processes in the passwd_t domain can only read and write files labeled with  
shadow_t type (and the etc_t type).
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